
What’s new in CoPrA 6? 
Main new features 
• SaveInk for Multicolor, so far only available for CMYK

• New module DeviceLink Iteration for optimizing DeviceLinks, e.g. for high quality 

proofing

• Extended Image Conversion features simplifies checking of color conversions

• Avoid dot-on-dot feature to improve Multicolor separations for printing with AM 

screening 

• Support for more Linearization output formats to be used in Photoshop and external 

RIPs

• New feature to limit ink Linearization DeviceLinks

• New profile naming options and templates for better automatic profile naming

• Password protection for settings


Minor new features 
• New DeviceLink creation features to simplify adjusting the Black Generation and 

Multicolor modes

• Profile Report improvements

• Support of more than 7 channels for DeviceLink creation

• Improved black point curve and numbers visualization in Multicolor modes for special 

inks 
• Improved interaction between ColorAnt and CoPrA when using multiple measurement 

conditions.

• Share CoPrA profiling settings with ZePrAs Auto-Import folder

• New option to enter notes for profiles in Profile Manager
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SaveInk for Multicolor 
Users of the SaveInk module who also have a Multicolor license will benefit from the 
extension of the SaveInk module to create SaveInk DeviceLink profiles based on 
Multicolor profiles. Previous versions of CoPrA allowed only the creation of CMYK 

SaveInk profiles.

Note: ZePrA 7 supports SaveInk Multicolor DeviceLinks. Besides ZePrA, not many 
workflow tools are capable of processing a 7CLR-2-7CLR DeviceLink, for example.


For Multicolor profiles to be used as SaveInk profiles, a black channel must be present 
and it must be the fourth channel. Profiles that do not follow those rules can not be 
selected.


Note: For Multicolor profiles the exceptions to preserve skin tones and custom 
exceptions are not available.


DeviceLink Iteration 
A new Iteration tool has been added to DeviceLink profiling. 
It allows to improve an existing DeviceLink profile based on a 
printed and measured test chart and requires a DeviceLink 
license. Even DeviceLinks with Multicolor color spaces can 
be optimized (additionally requires a Multicolor license).


An existing CoPrA DeviceLink profile can be optimized 
based on measured color values by using a test chart of your 
choice (can be created with ColorAnt/Custom Chart). The 
test chart needs to be converted using the original 
DeviceLink profile and printed on the target printer. The 
measured color values are then used to improve the 
conversion in order to achieve lower color differences and a 
more accurate reproduction of the source color space. 
Iteration is therefore particularly useful in proofing situations 
with absolute or relative colorimetric rendering intents. 
Perceptive rendering intents can also be used as a special 
feature of DeviceLink iteration in CoPrA. The iteration 
calculates a new DeviceLink profile based on the original 
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DeviceLink profile and the measured values, containing the same settings as the original 
DeviceLink. The new profile can be reinserted for iteration until the desired result is 
achieved.


Use the DeviceLink Iteration as follows:

1. Select the DLP that you would like to improve

2. Print a small profiling test chart (can be created with the Custom Chart tool in 

ColorAnt) on your printer via the DLP.

3. Measure the chart and load the measurement data in the dialog

4. Click on Save to calculate the iterated profile.


Extended Image Conversion features 
The goal of the Image Conversion tool is to convert pixel based files for profile 
evaluations, e.g. while evaluating a demo version of CoPrA or to figure out which profile 
settings provide the best color rendering. This has been improved and extended. The 
entire dialog has been revamped to enlarge the preview of the loaded image shown on 
the right side of the dialog. In addition more options for converting to Lab are added and 
conversions can be saved in piled layers in one file to better check different color 
conversions in Photoshop.


On the left of the dialog there are three sections 
1. In the first section you can load the image file to be converted. An embedded profile 

will be shown below the path to the image. Beside the path to the image a small icon 
represents the color space of the image. 
Note that the Image Conversion tool does not support retaining Photoshop layers or 
transparencies. Nonetheless image files such as Photoshop PSD and TIFF files with 
layers or transparencies will be correctly converted, however, only the compatibility 
layer will be color converted while additional layers and transparencies are removed.
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2. The second section allows to load source and target ICC or DeviceLink profiles. If a 
target profile is available it can be embedded in the converted file. This is true for 
DeviceLink profiles and the linked target profile used in that DeviceLink, too. The 
Convert to Lab option is useful to compare images with different target color spaces 
or to evaluate the color appearance of color conversions with Multicolor profiles. The 
latter is a nice addition to the Image Conversion tool as Photoshop does not allow to 
preview Multicolor images correctly and does not allow to apply conversion from 
Multicolor to Lab. In case the Convert to Lab checkbox is enabled an additional 
checkbox to enable Paper White Simulation can be enabled, too. If that checkbox is 
enabled the conversion to Lab uses the absolute colorimetric rendering intent, if 
disabled it is using the relative colorimetric rendering intent.


3. The third section contains a Mode switch. Your can either save the converted image 
using the Save Image mode, or, when switching to Use Layer, you can add a layer 
with the converted image in PSD file format. After a first conversion the same original 
image can be converted again with different profiles, and again, the resulting file can 
be placed as a layer on top of the previously converted image. With such a PSD file 
you can switch between the layers in Photoshop to evaluate the quality of the 
conversions. The layers names contain the profiles that have been used for better 
identification.


Avoid Dot-on-Dot in Multicolor separations 
When printing with gamut extending process colors such as 
CMYK+Orange+Green+Violet/Blue in traditional AM screening, the process colors Violet 
or Blue are often put on the same screening angle as Black. This can result in so called 
Dot-on-Dot issues leading to color and lightness variances. However, avoiding Black and 
Violet/Blue color combinations in separations would reduce the available gamut 
considerably and would also prevent dark bluish spot colors from being reproduced 
faithfully. Therefore when the Avoid Dot-on-Dot feature is enabled the separation will use 
more of the CMY colors instead of Black when combining with Violet/Blue.  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The Avoid Dot-on-Dot feature is available in the Printer Profiling and DeviceLink 
Profiling modules.

Note that other color combinations using the same AM screening angles such as Cyan 
and Orange or Magenta and Green will not be touched by this feature because those 
combinations are rarely used in separations anyway.


Ink Limiting function for Linearization DeviceLinks 
Ink limiting during linearization is necessary if ink channels are saturated and do not 
provide sufficient differentiation between the individual color values at higher ink 
densities. This is typically done by printing a step wedge and then visually determining 
the percentage up to which a good differentiation exists. The ink channel is then limited at 
this value. We have added an automatic channel limit function that does exactly this 
based on the saturation values of the measurements. This function has been added to the 
two Calculation Modes ColorLogic Default and Linearization according to ISO20654. 

Note: For the G7 mode the channel limit function has not been made available as this 
would contradict the G7 linearization methodology. Ink limiting should be done before 
applying G7.


Additional Linearization output formats supported 
The final window of the Linearization module provides two new checkboxes to save the 
linearization curves either as Photoshop ACV files or as XML files according to the format 
definitions in ISO 18620:2016. Files, saved in the Adobe Photoshop Curve format (ACV) 
by CoPrA can be imported in Photoshop and applied to images. This way linearization 
curves calculated by CoPrA, such as G7 or ISO 20654 (SCTV) curves, can be used in 
Photoshop, too.

ISO 18620:2016 specifies a simple extensible XML format for the exchange of tone 
adjustment curves between applications including but not limited to color management, 
calibration and raster image processor systems. Some RIPs such as Esko Colorpilot 
support this format which allows to import and use the high quality curves generated by 
CoPrA. 
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The curves are saved with the same name as the ICC profile in the User/Documents/
CoPrA/Linearization folder.

The Size chooser has two options small and large which affect the number of data 
points saved in the ACV and XML formats. small creates 11 points for ACV and XML 
while large creates the full flavoured 51 points for XML and 16 for ACV. The size does not 
affect the ICC DeviceLink profile created because it will use always the highest precision.


In addition, in Profile Manager there are new options added to the context menu to 
create ACV or XML curves from existing Linearization DeviceLink profiles.


Profile naming options and templates 
A new Templates option has been added in addition to the Profile Name section. When 
clicking, the Automatically generate file names window opens. Here you can select and 
combine name components that are specific to each profile module from a list of options 
and save them as a custom template. The last selected template is used for all new 
profiles created, so that the naming of profiles can be automated.

Available naming options are date, date and 
time, measurement data file name, source 
and target profiles, name of the current 
preset and others. The option selected in the 
drop-down menu can be added at a user-
defined position (the position is chosen with the 
mouse pointer) in the Template. The Example 
section below shows how the name will actually 
look like. Beside the naming options user 
defined text can be added at any position in the 
Template section. 


Protected Mode 
The new Protected Mode available under Preferences allows to lock and protect all 
custom settings. If activated - with or without a password - changing a selected profiling 
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Setting is denied. This feature  proves to be practical if multiple operators in an 
organization are creating profiles and only a defined set of settings should be used 
instead of every operator using his own settings. Once the protected mode is activated 
options in the Preferences are disabled and importing and exporting of settings is 
denied.


If you need stricter permissions, the Protected Mode can be used with a password. 
Enter a secure password and confirm by entering it a second time. If a password has 
been set, it must be entered each time the protected mode is to be deactivated. To 
remove or change the password, click Reset Password.


Productivity improvements 
• The new Black Generation mode Target Profile with ColorLogic Gamut Mapping is 

now availed in the DeviceLink module. In addition to the already existing mode Target 
Profile which disables all settings the new mode allows to edit them when clicking the 
Modify button. This can often come in handy as it allows to start with the existing 
settings of the target profile and then modify them to your needs.


• For Multicolor target profiles in the DeviceLink module there is a new Multicolor 
Mode: Use Settings of the Target Profile. If the Multicolor profile is a CoPrA printer 
profile this mode will use the mode that has been selected during printer profile 
creation. In brackets the mode used will be shown. This has the advantage that it is 
immediately clear which mode was used and is to be used. For non CoPrA Multicolor 
profiles the Strong Multicolor Mode will be used.  


• A new Default DeltaE Method selection (dE76 or dE2000) for profile reports can be 
selected in the Preferences.
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• Support of up to 9 channels for DeviceLink creation. Previous versions of CoPrA 
supported up to 7 channels.


• Improved black point curve and values visualization in Multicolor modes for special 
inks. 

• Improved interaction between ColorAnt and CoPrA when using multiple measurement 
conditions.


• Additional Black Point Calculation option called Darkest 
for maximum density/lowest L*


• In the CoPrA Preferences there is a new option to share 
CoPrA profiling settings with ZePrA via a shared folder. 
This is the new and from now on only way to share 
settings between CoPrA 6 (and higher) and ZePrA. It has 
the advantage that CoPrA and ZePrA do not need to be installed on the same 
computer any more. The folder must simply be shared by both applications ZePrA and 
CoPrA via the network or a shared folder or via the cloud. 

Note: If the checkbox is enabled and the Preferences dialog closed with OK an 
information message will appear asking the user if all shared presets should now be 
copied to the defined Auto-Import Folder.


• In Profile Manager there is a new tab to leave Notes for a selected profile. Those 
notes can then be used as a filter in the Search feature. For example you might write 
the name of a customer as a note in a bunch of profiles you have created for a project 
for that customer. With the Search for option set to Notes you simply can enter that 
name and all profiles with that note will be listed.


• The Profile Reports have been enhanced in several places. There is a new Color 
Generation section added to each profile type which allows to identify the settings that 
have been used during the creation of the profile. The reprofiler report of the Update 
Profile module now incorporates the device color values of the selected test chart in 
addition to the Lab data which makes it easier to identify the color values. In the 
General Information section of the report useful information about the size of the 
profile and the version number of the used CrossXColor profiling engine has been 
added. The DeviceLink profile reports show more curves for secondaries now.
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